A mixed problem in the theory of partial differential equations is an auxiliary data problem wherein conditions are assigned on two distinct surfaces having an intersection of lower dimension. Such problems have usually been formulated in connection with hyperbolic differential equations, with initial and boundary conditions prescribed. In this paper a study is made of the conditions appropriate to a system of R linear partial differential equations of first order, in R dependent and N independent variables. That such a system can be used to study a single linear equation of higher order, with one dependent variable, will be demonstrated in a later paper.
exceptional case of the Cauchy-Kowalewsky theorem. It is from this standpoint that we shall treat mixed problems involving a single characteristic surface, and consequently the theorem also constitutes a supplement to the Cauchy-Kowalewsky theorem. We remark that only for linear equations is a characteristic surface defined independently of solutions of the equations. For non-linear problems the data determine the characteristic surfaces, and a more complex situation arises.
Here is an outline of the detailed results. We first consider a characteristic surface of multiplicity JU and show that conditions given on a second surface are appropriate for an analytic solution. A certain algebraic condition appears in this result, and in the second part we study the case in which this condition fails and non-simple elementary divisors appear in certain coefficient matrices. It is shown that this case is not appropriate to a mixed problem.
The general problem in the analytic case, of an arbitrary number of characteristic surfaces, is then treated, with the assumption that each characteristic surface has simple elementary divisors. Series expansions for the solution functions are found in each of the several regions defined by the characteristic surfaces. Finally an extension of these results to the non-analytic case is made for symmetric hyperbolic systems, for which estimates of the Friedrichs-Lewy type are known (6; 7). in R dependent variables u r and N independent variables x\ Here summation over the repeated indices 5 and i is understood. Since any linear system of partial differential equations can be reduced to a system of first order equations by taking suitable partial derivatives as new variables, (1.1) has considerable generality. We assume for the present that all coefficients, functions and solutions are real analytic functions of the variables x\ With matrix notation A* = (a' rg ) for the coefficients and vector notation u for the unknowns we can write (1.1) as (1.2) Eu = A i 0 + Bu = f.
We note that the array a\ s of the leading coefficients has two matrix indices Y and s which will transform affinely under linear transformations of the dependent variables u si and one coordinate index i which can be taken to be contra variant under functional transformations of the coordinates x\ To apply the theorem of Cauchy and Kowalewsky to the system we choose a surface S: </>(#*) = 0 sucn that (1.1) can be written in normal form relative to S (4, p. 56). Thus if t = </>(x z ), the normal form is which contain no derivatives with respect to t. These latter are "inner' ' relations on G as they involve only the values and tangential derivatives of the u r on G. Therefore they constitute necessary conditions for any set of values of the u r on G. Thus it is to be expected that R -LX suitably chosen components u r will determine on G the values of the remaining components, and so R -ix i 'initial" conditions are appropriate for G. However, since (1.7) are differential equations on G, an equal number of initial conditions for them will be needed to determine uniquely all the initial values. We shall assign \x further conditions, subject to certain restrictions which will be stated below, on a second surface T: ypipc 1 ) = 0 which we now introduce. Let T be not characteristic, and let G and T intersect in an edge C of N -2 dimensions, which also will be analytic. We remark that if C is given then G may be determined as a characteristic surface passing through C, and composed of the characteristic curves of the characteristic equation
according to the theory of a single partial differential equation of the first order. These curves are the bicharacteristics of our system. Indeed we may suppose that <£(#*) is constructed as a solution of (1.8) , so that the family of surfaces <£(x*) = const, are all characteristic.
2. Reduction to canonical form relative to a characteristic surface. In order to construct the solution described above, and to specify in detail the necessary conditions, we reduce the system (1.1) to an appropriate standard form relative to this problem. Let G and T have equations </>(x' ) = 0, ^(x 1 ) = 0 respectively, and set (2.1)
in a suitable new coordinate system x fi . Dropping the primes we now let Greek indices p, a run from 1 to N -2 over the remaining f coordinates , . . . , xV .
Since #(#*) = These \x equations are independent of derivatives with respect to /. There are now R -n equations containing derivatives with respect to /; we may write these in the form where r varies from 1 to R. However as a N rs has rank R -fx, only that number of linearly independent combinations of the form (2.4) v r = a N rs u s are generated. Let us number these independent combinations from 1 to R -/x, and write the above equations as is non-singular. It follows that
which implies c a = 0 as the null vectors y r (a) are linearly independent. We now ascertain the condition that the combined set (2.4) and (2.6) should be linearly independent. A linear relation of dependence takes the form 
Since the pi right null vectors z r (a) of (a^) are independent, we can multiply the sth row by z s {a) and subtract these multiples from the bottom \x rows in such a way as to make the R -pi X pi block in the lower left corner vanish. This can be effected by a choice of basis for the z s ia) such that
Such a choice of basis is possible since the z s (a) are independent and since (a) = 0, 5 > R -pi implies and z n (l3) depend on the indices m and n in such a way that the combination in the second determinant is invariant under linear transformations of the u's. Since
N-l CLrs
ars dx' ' in a general coordinate system, we see that the general invariant condition for the non-vanishing of (2.9) is that the determinant
Here a, P = 1, . . . , pi; i = 1, . . . , N, and m, n = 1, . . . , R. We now show that this condition is satisfied in the case when G has multiplicity one, provided that the edge C = G P\ T is nowhere tangent to the bicharacteristic direction on G. If we define the contravariant vector The auxiliary conditions to be applied on G and T will now be formulated, and will be referred to as initial and boundary conditions, respectively. For initial conditions (on G) we assign R -» linear and independent combinations of the variables u s in the form (2.20) e)u r = g\ X = 1, . . . ,R -».
An algebraic restriction necessary for our theorem is that it should be possible to solve these conditions for the normal group (2. These hold for / = 0. The boundary conditions on T are of the opposite type :
and this seems to prevent the ordering used by Riquier (16) . Now (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) enable us to determine initial values for all of the w r on G. Consider the null group of differential equations on the N -1 dimensional surface G and note that relative to the edge C and the set w r of unknowns they are in Cauchy-Kowalewsky normal form. The v r are to be replaced by their values (3.3) on the right side of (3.2), so that a self-contained system for the w r is established. On the edge C the initial values for the w T are assigned, and it follows from the Cauchy-Kowalewsky theorem that a unique analytic system of values for the w r on G exists. This process determines initial values on G for all of the variables.
Let the unknowns now be expanded in a series of powers of t: thus
The coefficients, functions, and operators appearing in the differential equations or auxiliary conditions shall also be expanded in power series of t, the coefficient of t n of such a function f T being denoted by/ r ( n ). We have to show that the coefficients in (3.5) can be determined recursively.
Suppose known all coefficients of index less than n + 1, and let us calculate the w r ( n +i). To do this, let us expand (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4) in powers of / and equate coefficients of equal powers on both sides. It is found that
. ,R, and
Here L and L denote the terms in L which contain the v r and the w r respectively. Assuming known all coefficients of index not exceeding n, we can calculate from (3.7) the values of the z> r (n+i) (r = 1, . . . , R -/x). Then all terms on the right of (3.7) except the first or L term are known, and (3.7) can be regarded as a system of differential equations for the determination of the w T { n +i)' Together with (3.8) as initial conditions, these equations are in normal form relative to the variety x = 0. Thus, by the Cauchy-Kowalewsky theorem, we conclude that the w r ( n +i) exist and are uniquely determined by a power series in x and x P convergent for sufficiently small values of these variables. This completes the step of the recursive construction, and shows that the series (3.5) can be formed term by term.
Convergence of the series expansion.
To complete this existence theorem it is necessary to show that the formal power series (3.5) converges for some interval of values of t. For this purpose we shall consider that the flr(») (x, Xp) have been expanded in a multiple power series and that this has been substituted in (3.5) . If a non-tri vial domain of convergence for the resulting multiple series is established, this will show, by absolute convergence, the result desired. The convergence will be established by means of dominant series constructed from a similar but dominant differential problem. From (3.1), (3.2), (3.4) and the computations of the Cauchy-Kowalewsky solution of (3.7), for each value of n, all of which involve only additions and multiplications, it is clear that if we find dominant series for all coefficients on the right sides of (3.1), (3.2), (3.4) and for the initial values z/ r (o), ^r(o), then the series solution so determined will dominate the original one. By subtracting v r (o) or w r^) from each of the unknowns we can assume that the initial values are zero.
All of the normal unknowns v r of the first group shall be dominated by a single function V, and all those of the null group w n by a second function W. Let y = x 1 + . . . + x N~2 and set (4.1) s = :y + * + -4, 0<<*<1, a a where a is left undetermined for the present. The dominant system consists of two differential equations, so chosen as to dominate the right sides of (3.1) and (3.2) respectively. For a suitable choice of M, Mi, F, Fi and p, these equations can be written as
Here a single dominant series is selected for all coefficients on the right side of (3.1) and (3.2) respectively. A separate choice of constants F and F\ is made for the non-homogeneous terms which, after the reduction of initial values to zero, will depend upon the given initial data. If V and W dominate the v r and w r respectively, then the above right hand sides will dominate the corresponding members of (3.1) and (3.2) . Dominant forms of the auxiliary conditions are
for the initial conditions, and
for boundary conditions. It is the direction of the dominating relations which is significant here. Since we are free to increase any of the constants in the dominating series, we may suppose Mi so large that (4.6)
We now assume, for the purpose of finding a convergent solution of this system, that V and W are functions of the single variable z only. By writing To this system we adjoin the boundary condition (4.9) W»~^n-[V+F 2 \, 1 -z/a p to replace (4.5). If (4.9) holds, and if also V ^>> 0 (that is, V has positive coefficients) then the relation (4.5) will be maintained for x = 0.
Rearranging terms in (4.7) and (4.8), which are ordinary differential equations with variable s, we find 
\a p /
Here 8 on indicates the value one for n -0, and zero otherwise. These equations have the form, after division by n +1,
where F n > 0, G n > 0 if we suppose u n , v n both positive. Now for sufficiently small positive a,
The solutions of (4.15) are given by
Thus w w+ i and v n +i will be positive provided that the determinant
is positive. This condition, as well as (4.16), can be achieved if we set
Now the boundary condition (4.9) will hold if
and we will show that this relation follows from (4.11) provided only that
a condition which is clearly necessary in any case. Dividing (4.11) by a certain constant, we have
Simplifying the coefficient of V by means of (4.18), we find
Now the derivative of (4.19) is (4.23) and we wish to show that by proper adjustment of constants this will follow from (4.22). We can choose for p 2 any value less than p, and the dominance of the boundary condition will persist. Thus let us choose
Then, in view of (4.6), and the fact that V and W are series with positive coefficients, (4.22) will imply (4.23). Assuming now that (4.23) holds, as well as (4.20), we see that (4.19) will be valid. Multiplying each side of (4.19) by the series with positive coefficients which is the reciprocal of 1 -z/a 2 p 2 , we find (4.9). This establishes the dominance of the boundary conditions.
The pair of linear ordinary first order differential equations (4.10) and (4.11) have the origin z = 0 as an ordinary point in view of (4.18). Consequently there exists a convergent series solution satisfying (4.20), for example with V(0) = 1, W(0) = 2ikf 2 + 2F 2 , and the radius of convergence of these series is determined by the singular points of (4.10) and (4.11). Thus this radius depends on M, Mi, M 2 and p, but not on F y F\ or F 2 . By the substitution (4.1), dominant multiple series having a positive radius of convergence (independent of the initial or boundary data) are found for the series solutions of the original problem. This completes the proof that the latter series converge for sufficiently small values of the coordinate variables.
The origin of coordinates can be chosen at will on the edge C and by analytic continuation a solution will exist in a region containing any given compact portion of C. If uniform hypotheses regarding the coefficients of the original problem are made, this local solution can be extended to large intervals of the x and t coordinates by analytic continuation as is usual for analytic linear differential equations.
To sum up, we have In order to bring this result into relation with a mixed problem, let us note that if the non-homogeneous terms in (3.2) and (3. solution on G will be zero. Now let Cauchy data (values of all components) be assigned on a non-characteristic surface 5, and let T be a second non-characteristic surface meeting S in an edge C. Let G, a characteristic surface of multiplicity /x, pass through C and divide into two regions R s and R T one of the four regions defined by 5 and T. Suppose that the necessary condition (2.11) is satisfied, and let us determine a solution analytic in R s and in R T , and continuous across G, which takes the Cauchy values on S and satisfies boundary conditions of type (2.22), (2.26) on T. Subtracting away the Cauchy-Kowalewsky solution of the initial value problem on S, we are left with a homogeneous system and homogeneous auxiliary conditions on G. By the remark above, we can define a solution analytic in R T) and vanishing on G, provided that the functions g\ in (3.4) vanish on C. Thus a piecewise analytic solution is found for the mixed problem by adding (in R T ) this solution of the characteristic problem. The restriction on the data g\ is a compatibility condition of the first order. This construction includes as special cases the mixed problems for linear second order equations treated in (3, 8) , but we shall not state it as a separate theorem since a more general problem is treated below.
Case of non-simple elementary divisors.
If the basic condition (2.11), which permits reduction of the differential equations to the standard forms (3.1) and (3.2), is not satisfied, a somewhat different proof is required. It turns out that the theorem still holds in very much the same form, but that the solution on the characteristic surface is affected by the boundary data on the whole surface T, not just the edge C. This has the consequence that the result is not directly applicable to any mixed problem.
The earlier calculations and reductions have all been made essentially as if the number of independent variables were two; this is an advantage of the analytic case made possible by the generality of the Cauchy-Kowalewsky theorem. We shall now employ the general standard form for a system of first order equations in two variables, as presented by Petrowsky (14, p. 54) for example, where the Jordan normal form of A^ relative to A^" 1 is used (17, p. 137). Let G : </>(x*) = t = 0 be a characteristic surface of multiplicity fx and let T : ^{x 1 ) = x = 0 by a non-characteristic boundary meeting G in the edge C as before. We select the two variables t and x and perform the reduction to canonical form with respect to them. Since T is non-characteristic, A^-1 is non-singular, and can be brought to unit matrix form. If then A^ is reduced to Jordan normal form by linear transformations of the u r , the process is completed. That G is a characteristic surface of multiplicity /JL signifies that /x of the characteristic roots of the coefficient matrix A^ relative to A^-1 are zero. With this simplification we can write the first JJL of the equations in the form The second set of equations will contain derivatives with respect to t and x of the v s only. Since all other characteristic roots of A^ differ from zero, we can write these equations in a form solved for the derivatives with respect to t. Thus To determine the coefficients recursively, let us suppose that all v r ( m ,n) and Wr(m,n) with m + n < k are known, and let us determine those for which m + n = k. From the boundary conditions w r (o tk ) is known; from (5.4) we may obtain in succession w T a,k-i), Wr (2, k-2) , .
• . ^ (3^-3), • . . , w r (k,o) . Likewise, we have v S ( k ,o) from the boundary conditions, and from (5.5) we find successively Vs(k-i,i), v s (jc-2,2), . . . , v s( o tk ), ior s = 1, . . . , R -pin this order at each step. This completes the proof of induction on the recursive construction of the coefficients.
The formal power series so formed is clearly unique and to complete the solution we must show that it converges. This will be done in the next section. However we remark here that even if all non-homogeneous terms are zero except the v r (o, n ) for n > 0, the values of the w r ( TOf o), and so the values of the w r on G, will not be zero in general. The coefficients of the a r _ 3 carry these non-zero w r^tn ) through the steps of the recursion. Thus, values on G are affected by those on T when non-simple divisors are present.
Convergence of the double series.
The recursion formulae are so arranged that if the right sides of the differential equations are dominated by certain series, then the coefficients calculated from the corresponding recursion formulae will be increased. By an easy preliminary transformation we can reduce the auxiliary conditions to homogeneous ones, and we therefore assume that the v r ( m ,o) and w r ( 0 , n ) of the dominating problem are zero.
Let the dependent variables of the dominant problem which we shall set up be denoted by capitals V r , W s . It is necessary to distinguish the terms containing each of the V r on the right side of each equation, and we denote by 
M, +S (V,W).
Here the indices r, m range from 1 to \x while 5 ranges from 1 to R -n. The undetermined constants will now be chosen so that every term on the right side of these equations which contains a derivative will have a factor, not larger in magnitude than a given e, multiplying it. Thus the following combinations must all be made no larger than e: (6.5) / la r la r -i la m I 1 a m 1 aiô ' aid ' a r ' 8a r ' ôdr 1 
I ' ô ' ô '
Of these all but the third and sixth contain the factor I/o. The sixth shows that / > 1/e, and the third, that the d r must increase with rasa geometric series of ratio 1/e 2 . These conditions are all satisfied if we choose
Now let a dominant series
M>I,P J2 P
-(t + x + y)/p'
be chosen for the sum of all coefficients on the right side of (6.4), assuming that the above special factors are not included in these coefficients. Then it is seen that the first group of (6. 
The factor e 2M+1 in the last term of this equation is inserted for convenience, on the assumption e < 1.
Let us show that these equations have a convergent series solution with positive coefficients. Set z = t + x + y, and suppose W and V depend only on z. If derivatives with respect to z are indicated by a prime, we have, after rearranging, and
M ---2eMJW' ~ eMV = J^[W + V + F], M ---2eMJ V -eMW' = -^[W + V + F],
respectively. Now let Y(z) be a solution of 
2) with assigned values on Tfor the n null variables w r relative to G, and assigned values on G for the remainder.
From the recursion formula (5.4) it is evident that the values of the proper variables w T on G depend on the data given on T. The values of the coefficients Wrw,n) enter the solutions of the difference equations (5.4) by means of the terms with coefficient a r -i( m>n ) of which the first is indicated explicitly.
On the other hand, if the elementary divisors relative to the eigenvalue X = 0 are all simple, then (5.1) has the form (3.2) since all coefficients a r _i vanish. We have shown that in this case the values of the solution on G depend only on the values of the data assigned on G.
The general mixed problem.
Let an initial surface S: </>(#' ) = 0, and a boundary surface T : ^(x*) = 0, both non-characteristic, meet in an edge C. There will in general be a number of characteristic surfaces of (1.1) which pass through C, as the characteristic equation (1.8) has degree R. For the present we assume that each has multiplicity one. We select as domain D one of the four "quadrants" defined by 5 and T, and choose any k 0 (l < k 0 < R) of these characteristic surfaces G t (i = 1, . . . , k 0 ) which lie in that quadrant D. A solution of the differential equations is sought in D, which is analytic except onGi (i K ko) and continuous there, which takes given Cauchy data on S, and satisfies k 0 suitable boundary conditions on T.
An analytic solution taking the Cauchy values on 5 can be constructed by the Cauchy-Kowalewsky theorem. Supposing this done, we subtract away this solution and so have a reduced problem with zero Cauchy data and homo- Fig. 1 geneous differential equations. The selected characteristic surfaces G t , which we shall suppose do not intersect except on C, divide D into ko + 1 domains Dt (i = 0, 1, . . . , ko) such that D t lies between G t and G t +i as in Fig. 1 . In each of these domains we shall construct a power series solution u r a) which shall be defined in every D jy j > i. The final solution will take the form h
2=1
in D h , and so will be analytic except on the G t .
It is a well-known property of hyperbolic equations that discontinuities of derivatives of solutions are confined to characteristic surfaces. Indeed the magnitudes of transverse discontinuities of this type satisfy ordinary differential equations along the bicharacteristics. Our series expansions will be determined in the light of these facts. In the reduced problem the only non-homogeneous terms are the boundary data and these may be said to generate the whole solution of the reduced problem. Since the Cauchy solution is zero in Do the solution is, so to speak, built up step by step in the D t from the power series in t -tj(x, x p ) determined by the discontinuities of higher order encountered in traversing the Gj (j < i).
With S : 0(x*) = t = 0 and T : ^{x 1 ) = x = 0, as before, we may write the homogeneous system in canonical form :
Here all elementary divisors are simple, by hypothesis, and the derivatives with respect to t and x of u T appear only in the rth equation. We take X r ^ \ s (r 9^ s) for the present and note that the X r need not be real. Those variables u r which are null with respect to one of the ko selected characteristic surfaces G r appear in the differential equation with eigenvalue \ r . To maintain our previous notations we distinguish the selected null variables u r by the symbol w r (r = 1, . . . , ko). The remaining R -ko variables are denoted by v r (r = 1, . . . , R -ko). Thus the differential system appears as :
Here the L r contain the transverse derivatives d/dx p only.
The ko boundary conditions shall take the form 
The discontinuity expansion.
We shall calculate the discontinuities across G t of the successive derivatives with respect to t of each of the unknowns v sy w T . At each stage we must consider the jump of each component across each of the selected characteristic surfaces. It turns out that most of these quantities can be calculated directly, but that at each stage there are h which must be found by solving a differential equation on each of the G t .
Let a discontinuity across G { of the nth time derivative of a function u be denoted by
We define parameters SiOn G u measured from the edge C = S C\ T, such that 
.,R-h.
Let us suppose that only g * in (7.3) does not vanish ; there is no loss of generality as the equations are linear. The coefficients of g if expanded in a series of powers of /, will be denoted by gi( n ), and we shall assume, for the exposition, that g i(1) =£ 0. Then we calculate the first order jumps (w r {1) )i, (y s (1) )* as follows. First take r ^ i in (8.4), and take the discontinuity across G t . We get (8.6) (X r -XOCwr^)* = 0 r9*i, since the other terms are continuous by hypothesis. Similarly
Thus all first order jumps vanish except possibly (w t a) ) *. To find this quantity, we differentiate (8Ai) with respect to t and take the jump across G t . Since the above left side is zero we get An initial condition on C for (8.8) is now to be found. Using (8.3), and differentiating (7.3) with respect to t and taking jumps, we have
With this initial condition the single partial differential equation (8.8 ) has a unique solution on Gf. This completes the calculation of the first-order jumps and it may be noted that the non-homogeneous term g n induces a first order contribution only from the corresponding proper variable w t over the corresponding surface G*.
If the first non-zero term in gi is of a higher order n, the only non-zero nth order discontinuity is of the same kind as that just mentioned.
The discontinuities of higher orders are found in succession by this process. Suppose known all jumps of order n -1 or less, and let us find those of order n. Differentiating (8.4) and (8.5) n -1 times with respect to t, and taking jumps over G t , we have Now the right hand sides are all known in terms of the discontinuities of order < n -1 already calculated. Again, provided r F^ i in the first group, we obtain the values of the (w r (n) ) t and (v s (n) ) t along G { . To find the remaining quantity (w/"^ we differentiate (8Ai) n times with respect to t and then take the discontinuity across G t . The result is where the terms omitted are of discontinuity order less than n. However all jumps present except that of Wi (n) are known and we obtain the non-homogeneous differential equation
where K stands for a known expression. The initial condition is now found from (7.3) by differentiating n times with respect to t and taking jumps. Thus from (8.3)
and by Leibnitz' formula used in connection with (7.3),
The right hand sides are known and the initial value determined. Since (8.12) is a non-homogeneous version of (8.8) the existence of an analytic solution on Gi follows as in the first order case. This completes the calculations for the wth order.
It may be noted that the interaction of the calculations for the various d (i = 1, . . . , ko) is brought about by the terms in the sum on the right side of (8.13). The negative sign appearing there will have no special effect in the proof of convergence.
The recursive construction being complete, both for the v r and the w s , we define the series of which the solution functions are composed. Let the ith characteristic surface To complete our existence proof we must show that these series have a common domain of convergence.
9. Convergence of the discontinuity expansion. We will show that each of the series (8.15) is dominated by the solution of a certain problem wherein only one characteristic surface G appears, and one boundary condition is present. The solution of this simplified problem will follow from Theorem I. We shall find expressions which dominate the various terms (u T (n) ) t by requiring that the coefficients on the right sides of all of the differential equations and recursive relations used in the construction of the solution should be simultaneously majorized. Thus let G = G(t,x p ) denote a series with positive terms which dominates every one of the datum functions gi(t y x p ), on T, and vanishes for t = 0; and let K = K(t, x p ) dominate all of the coefficients c TS of (7.3). (v,w) are formed, where ££ r is a linear operator in the x p and in the tangential variable s*. Let every one of these operators be expanded in power series about each of the characteristic surfaces GÙ that is, let the coefficients be written as power series in each of the ko sets of variables t -t h s jf and x p . We can now select series which dominate all of these series for every operator, and for every value of the index j, and for every value of the index i. The variables t -t t and s shall be replaced by two common variables t and s. Let us also attempt to majorize all expansions of the w r about Gi(i^ r) by a single series W, and all expansions of the v T by a single series F. To dominate the development of Wi about G u for each selected i, we take a third series Z. Thus we construct an operator L(V, W, Z) which will dominate the right sides of (9.1) provided that V, W, and Z dominate v r , w r (r 9 e i) and w u respectively.
Similarly we consider the single equation (SAi) for each i, and it has the form
Let Li(V, W, Z) dominate the right side of (9.2), for all i, when its arguments dominate those of ~ §^. Now consider the system, already in canonical form in the variables /, s and
By Theorem I, the appropriate auxiliary conditions include two for / = 0, viz.
(9.4) V = W = 0, and one for s = 0, which we take as
This system satisfies the conditions of Theorem I and the existence of a convergent power series solution follows.
We now show by induction on n that the coefficients V( n ),W( n ) and Z( n ), in the expansion of this solution in powers of /, dominate the series for the discontinuity terms of order n of w T {r ^ f), v s and w t across G t . The solution of (9.3)-(9.5), the existence of which is guaranteed by Theorem I, could itself be equally well regarded as a discontinuity expansion relative to the characteristic surface t = 0. In general, therefore, the computations based upon it will lead to series dominating the original discontinuity expansion.
To verify this in detail we begin with the first order jumps. Since L\{ V, W, Z) has coefficient functions with positive coefficients in their expansions, we find for Z on G : t = 0 a series with positive coefficients. Thus Z 0 ^> 0. For V\ and Wi we also get expressions with positive coefficients in view of the choice of the operator L(V, W, Z); and these certainly dominate the (w r {l) )i and (z/ s (1) ) i which are all zero. For Z\ we have a differential equation found by differentiating the third of (9.3) with respect to t and setting t = 0; the operator on the right side of this equation certainly dominates that in (8.8) .
To complete the demonstration for the first order terms we must show the dominance of the initial value for Z\ when 5 = 0, namely
as is seen by differentiating (9.5) with respect to t and then setting t = 0. A comparison with (8.9) leads to the desired conclusion since G dominates g t . Therefore the dominance holds for first order terms. Proceeding by induction for higher orders, we shall assume that the dominance holds for all orders less than n. By the definition of the operator L(V, W,Z), and by comparison with (8.4), (8.5) and (8.10), we see that
In the differential equation for Z n , namely (9.9) -f = |L I( F,^Z) |(=O every coefficient of a derivative of Z w , and the coefficient of Z n , will dominate the corresponding terms in (8.11) , and, moreover, the non-homogeneous terms (jumps of lower order) will each dominate the corresponding items on the right side of (8.11). Thus (9.9) dominates (8.12), in a formal sense. The Cauchy-Kowalewsky solution of (9.9) is so constructed that the dominance will then hold for the solutions if it holds for the initial conditions at 5 = 0. From (8.13) and (8.14) we find where the k im are symbols corresponding to the c ism but obtained by differentiation from the dominant function K(t, x p ). Here we have made use of (9.7) and (9.8), and have replaced the summation over s and over j by the factor R. However, by (9.5), the expression (9.11) is exactly the initial value which should be computed by the jump process, for the quantity Z n , at 5 = 0. Therefore (w? } ), «Z n a dominating relation in the variables x p , (p = 1, . . . , N -2) which completes the calculations for order n. Thus the induction is complete and one of the series U, W, Z dominates each of the series (8.15) .
As the series (8.15) converge for t -t t sufficiently small, and for suitably small values of the remaining variables x and x p , they will all converge for sufficiently small positive values of t and x, since t t (x, x p ) tends to zero with x. This establishes convergence of the solution in a neighbourhood of the origin, which has been chosen, in effect, at a typical point of the edge C. Extension of the domain is now possible by conventional methods, and will not be pursued here, though we remark that analytic continuation must be pursued separately for each sector domain D t {i = i, . . . , k 0 ).
Before stating our result as a theorem, we make two minor extensions connected with the eigenvalues A*. First, it is permissible that the selected X* should be a multiple eigenvalue of multiplicity /z, say, provided that the corresponding elementary divisors of A^, with respect to A N~1 , are simple. Then the Cauchy differential equations (8.8) and (8.11) become systems of order /x in /x proper variables v r , but the formal structure of the calculations is not affected. The number of boundary conditions is then the sum of the multiplicities of the characteristic roots X*.
Secondly, the non-select characteristic roots may have larger multiplicity without restriction on the elementary divisors. A comparison with Theorem I shows that the additional terms present with non-simple divisors do not disrupt the calculations. However, the variables proper to each eigenvalue must generally be treated in a fixed order at every stage. Let us remark, in conclusion, that the only restriction on the reality of the eigenvalues is that the select X* be real. They correspond to real characteristic surfaces. The remaining roots may be complex, and the theorem is thus applicable to systems which are only partly "hyperbolic" in nature. This freedom of "type" should accompany a theorem based on the Cauchy-Kowalewsky theorem, which is quite independent of such restrictions.
Uniqueness of the series solution.
The expansions of Theorem III imply that the solutions are analytic not only in each sector domain D h , but also on the closure of D h . This is a stronger condition than that of being piecewise analytic-for instance, e~1 /x2 is piecewise analytic but is not analytic for x = 0. We can therefore only assert, in general, that the series solution found above is unique in the class of vector functions u r having this strong piecewise analyticity. That it is unique in this class follows from the well-defined nature of the construction of the solution.
One case in which uniqueness of the solution in a wider class of real vector functions can be shown is the case when all roots are real and different from zero, and all positive roots are select. By a modification of Holmgren's theorem (14, p. 34) we can prove uniqueness within the class of once continuously differentiable vector functions. It is sufficient to prove such a uniqueness theorem locally, and we therefore consider a region R defined as follows. Let 5 and T meet in C as before, and let Si be a surface nearly parallel to S, meeting 5 and T in an edge B\ which intersects C, and such that S, T and Si enclose a region R which is a half of a lens-shaped region (Fig. 2) . Let an analytic family S t of surfaces t -const, fill R in such fashion that S = So, and Si = S t =i Let the real characteristic roots /3* of the matrix -a Consider the mixed problem for M r (v) = 0 with "initial" surface Si and boundary T, the solution being defined in R. The number of characteristic surfaces issuing from Ci into R is equal to the number R -k of negative roots /3 r ; and we may suppose that all are select. By Theorem III, we can construct a solution of the adjoint system with analytic "initial" values on Si, and satisfying R -k suitable conditions on T. Now suppose that u r vanishes on S, and that the k select components u s (fis > 0) satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions (10 ' 3) Letting e -* 0 we see that the integral over Si is zero and hence that u T = 0 on Si. It follows that u r = 0 in a region i£ sufficiently near So, and this proves the uniqueness theorem. We may note that unless the datum functions gi(x p , t) satisfy compatibility conditions of the first order with respect to the initial data, the analytic solution of Theorem III may not be C 1 across the d. However by subtracting away the solution of an auxiliary problem in which the gi(x p , t) are linear functions of /, we can cause the discontinuities of first order to vanish, and for simplicity we shall suppose that this has been done. We recall that all elementary divisors are assumed to be simple. An instance where uniqueness will hold in the stronger sense is that of symmetric hyperbolic systems, which we now consider. The estimates to be found for these systems also imply uniqueness in the C 1 class.
Symmetric hyperbolic systems.
Theorem III may be used, in combination with estimates of the Friedrichs-Lewy type and Sobolev's lemma, to establish a mixed initial and boundary value theorem for symmetric hyperbolic systems having a finite order of differentiability. A system (1.1) is called symmetric hyperbolic (6) if the coefficient matrices are symmetric: a i rs = a i ST , and if there exists a covariant vector £*° such that £f°a* rs is a positive definite matrix. We note that for a symmetric system all elementary divisors are simple.
By a suitable transformation of coordinates we may suppose that a N rs is positive definite. The surface S : t = x N = const, is then said to be spacelike, and we assume that the initial surface, carrying Cauchy data, has this property. Let the boundary surface T : x = x N~1 = 0 meet S in the edge C of N -2 dimensions. We mark off on S an initial region S 0 having as boundary part of C and also a variety B of N -2 dimensions, which will be held fixed in the following calculations. Let S l be a spacelike surface which meets T in a locus C t such that the boundary bC t lies in B C\ C, as in Fig. 2 . The surfaces C t of dimension N -2 shall lie in T, having /-intercepts increasing with t in an obvious sense, except that the boundaries bC t are fixed. Thus the C t cover, for 0 < t < tu a lens-shaped portion of T, having the base C. The /-intercepts of the family of spacelike surfaces S t shall also be increasing with t, except for the fixed portion B of bS t . The region of space covered by the S t is a half of a lens-shaped region. All these surfaces are assumed to have a certain degree of differentiability.
Since A N rs is positive definite we may write the system (1.1) in normal form relative to S t : t = const, and we may then apply the reduction to standard form, relative to x as second variable, given in (14, p. 53 To each of the necessarily real characteristic roots /3 r there corresponds a characteristic surface G r containing C. If f} r is positive this characteristic surface issues from C into the domain V wherein our solution is to be constructed. Suppose that k of the R roots fi r are positive, and that the multiplicity of each root is constant in V. The remaining roots (3 r are negative since the surfaces S t are not characteristic.
The variables u T corresponding in (11.1) to the positive & r are the null variables of the k characteristic surfaces G r lying in V. We assign k linear boundary conditions, expressible as (11.4) u r = g r r = 1, . . . , k.
Here the data g r are assumed to have the same degree of differentiability as the differential equations and auxiliary surfaces. Thus R functions-the Cauchy data-are given on 5, and k on T. We seek a solution u T of (11.1) in V, which is continuously differentiable in V except across the G T where it need only be continuous. Since the Cauchy initial value problem can be regarded as solved (10) we subtract away the solution and so find zero Cauchy data for the reduced problem. Then the data g r in (11.4) , to be compatible with the above conditions, must vanish to the first order on C. We shall suppose that they vanish, together with their derivatives of order < / -1, on C.
12.
Estimates. We derive the Hilbert space estimates from a certain differential identity, which contains the essential property of a symmetric hyperbolic system (6) . Let summation over all values of i, r, s, m be understood in the following equations. Writing the system as 
